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ABSTRACT 
In th!! 0erro Gordo Public School System, Cerro Gordo, Illinois, a 
f.e&.':Jibili ty ;-itud:; of Minimum Competency Testing was begun in the Sprine 
of 1geo .. 
T.!".� 1..:L··�limi...-.:�:r.t \'."Ork included contacting Supt. H. R. Starkey, who 
wi tM t.he Ce:-::r.:- G0x·do Eon.rd of Education, gave approval to conduct this 
e.tudy¥ 
A $J'i"C.i.�).l s·<1r.:F.·:' q�.1estionnaire wa.s distributed to the community 
m�C. f.:vJJ.:: �:;. These !!Uestlonnaires were returned to the school, which 
.h'.\. "'1.1.U:.: w�r·t' gi-.rer. -to this writer. 
•rh·�· :r!::po;�t \'fill att�mpt to describe the opinions and feelings of 
'Ole rae:�1�tn·3 cf th� communi "ty and faculty about competency testing as 
indice.t-::C. i:a tht: !.•urv ��-. 
Tht� )'.·"!et.11 t.t1 ·�:ere interpreted using an analytical approach as well 
as th� i:�!·cc�rrtfl�!'..''j of ea".:h response compared with the total number. 
'!.'h� :x:eport v:;i� cr(}·ardz�d into three major divisions: 
A discufi5ion of :-�i nimum Coir.petency Te�t.ing, the Survey of the Cerro 
Gordo Comrmni ty t;,·.:;ncern.!.r.g Minimum Competency Testin5, and Implications 
for Cerro �ordo. 
'l":ie de.ta pro·:i<l.ed by the MCT testin� survey is an important source 
of inpu� to 'the D,·.c·:.rd of Bducation and Administration of Cerro Gordo 
School District �oo. 
It shouid be '!'etr(::mbered that the survey dealt solely with the 
feelings and percfiptJ.ons ccncerning a Minimum Co111petency Testing proeram 
in general. 
J. 
The results of the survey showed Cerro Gordo wa� willine to initiate 
a Minimum Competency Testing proeram. Citizens were willing to bear the 
expense involved, but did not want it to be used as a criteria for ob­
talnine a diploma. 
The report will not give a "YES" or "NO" answer as to whether or not 
Cerro Gordo School District should adopt MCT. This· decision should be 
made by the citizens through the Board of l<�ducation with the assistance 
of its Administration and staff. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Should echool districts have l!.inimum Competency Tc�ting (MCT) 
progra1;1�? Y!hat is MG'l1? Is MC'r the �a.me thing a:'\ "Ba.ck 'I'o The na�ics?" 
What happens if a st• .. vlent faile? Is MCT goint) to cost very much? What 
have other Dchools fc:und ont when they have tried MCT? These questlonf.'I 
are onJ.y a feYt of the ones that board members, administrators, parent.s, 
citizens, and �d,1.lden ts should be aBkins if Cerro Gordo is �eriously 
cc.asid<?ring �C'.P. The State of Illinois i� enccuraging c0r!II':uni ties to 
10�1k at J.�CT il:'t ac...,'3.J.'Ch ()f answers which be3t m�·et the need.':\ <ind dl:!si t't.�s 
of the communi:t;r. 
'rh� rep".>rl will not give a �imple ''yee-' o:r "no" ansv:er to whether 
or not Cerro Go �-lo shottld adopt J!CT. 'l'he de_,j �ion will be made, and 
ehould be made, by the �itizens through their elected Board of Education 
:aft.er cr..ref)1l !!tt: ··'y and assistance by the adrrlinietration <>.nd staff of the 
1Schoo 1 district,. 
Purpo�e of the Repor.t 
In M::trch, i;;:�o, Sup·t. II. R. Starkey wa:5 contacted for the purpo�e of 
receiving &.s�f.s _ance in examining the in.plicat ione for cot"!petency te:5ting 
in Cerro Gord. • lt was further ag-rced. that an asses8ment of the public's 
knowledec of M.:·r .i1.lld the opinion of the need for a -µ1-ot,rram in the:ir schools 
would al $1) t)e made. The necessary u:at1::rials throue;h the cJ.a:irn Field Ex:per.i­
ence in l:ducatlonal .Administration would be provided to a�.8i.et the loc?-1 
�chool district in exploring MCT, and a fin�l rnpcrt would be submitted 
1 
2 
to the Bonrd. of Education· and Supurintendent. 
'l'hie report will attempt to describe the opinions and feelinge of 
tho !llemberR o.f the corrununity about competency te:"Jting aa indicated in a. 
community survey. The opinione expressed in this report are sol�:ly tho8e 
of the writer. 
OrRanization Of The RP.port 
'l1his report is organized into three major sections: A Discu�aion 
of Minimum Competency Testing, The Survey of the Cerro Gordo Community 
Concernin« Min.trnu.m Competency TeBting, and Implication� for Cerro Gordo. 
!_Diacv.ssion of Minimum Competency Teot.gi.,.E. 
MOT ha.s been examined from many points of view. I have reviewed. the 
material available and have summarized this info1"ll ation .in thifl repo:;.·t. 
At the conclusion of this portion of the report, the reader �hould 
hr..ve au understa.r.Jing of the many terms which are used in discu�:iJing MCT. 
In 8.odi tion, the >:>eader should have a picture of what is happening aro"Jnd 
the etate and m··.•.!.on. Some answers have been found, but some cf the more 
important questi.�)n� are yet to be answered. The final section of ChP.pteJ:- !V 
liill provide the r.e'.1.der with a discuesion of the implications of a.fl.opting 
'l.,he purpo$0 of Chapter III is to discuss the development, ad.minis­
tration, and :re5ults of the eurvey of the Cerro Gordo coIT1muni ty. A 
quc8tiorma.ire writl developed to gather information and provide iheight5 
into the feelinge of the conununity toward MCT. 
The eurvey wae di�tributed to 350 citizene.of Cerro Gordo and to 
teachere and administratore of the echool d��trict. The survey3 were 
p rinte d and collected. All eurveye v:ere returned by Aprll 2 1 ,  so that 
sufficient time was available to proces� and ana.ly7.,c the date\. The re­
tJul te were ehared with the Cerro Gordo School Dietrl:ct. 
The survey Vias given a ''field test" by giving questionnaires to 
ten residents having varied educational backgrounds and occupations. 
Since the questionnaire presented no greP-t problem to any of iheM, no 
revision to the questionnaire appeared necessary, 
Implications for Cerro Gordo 
Chapte� 1�· provides an interpretation of the Aurvey and recommen­
dations in relation to MCT for the consideration of the Cerro Gordo 
Administrators. 
CHAPrER II. 
A DISCUSSION OF MINIMUM COMPE'l'l�CY TESTTNG 
What is ?,U1�imum C?mnetency Testing? 
Minimum CompP.tency Testing (MCT) is a process which identifies pre­
deterinined levels of achievement that can be expected o: students in a 
given con t ent area and tests students to de termine if they have a.ttained 
those levels of achievement. 
Current Status of MCT 
MCT first became a statewide concern in Oregon in 1974. By 1 979, 
it had been considered in every one of the 50 states. As of February, 
1979, 36 states have ini t.i a.te d the development of minimum competen�y 
standards �md tn.1� rema.inder of the states were in the process of con­
sidering the co!r1p�:.ency concept. MCT was initiated by legislation in 
15 states v1hile :Ji.ate 'toard.s of education provided the leadership role 
in 25 s tate s . :·'0ur sta .tes are operating with overlapping legislation 
and state boarr: .rnlin&s. 
National J;, .. �erest in MOT 
Interest in MCT has also bf'.: en cYident at the federal level. A 
aeries of hl':arin�ts on t.he development of nationwide standards ha..'3 been 
0•.m�ucted by Coq:;-ress. Hepre�entati ve Motll (�Ohio) introduced two 
bill�; re-lat�d to MCT. One bill would have impos�n. national educational 
stan<iard11 in the ahsencc of stat"' standardn. (H. R. 9574, October 14, 
�977,l. 'l�he- necond bill would have imposed national testing beginning 
in the sbth grade (H.B. 10521, Jn.nua.ry, 1 9'/A). Senator S. I. Hayakawa 
4 
5 
(R-California) also submitted a bill which would have required a federally 
developed national test of minimum competency to be used voluntarily by 
state end local agencies. Adoption of a national test appears most 
unlikely in the foreseeable future. 
The social revolution of the 1960s spawnod such innovations in educa­
tion as new math, black economic studies, sports literature classes, and 
"classrooms without walls." 
Now, after a decade of declining studf!nt test scores, many parents, 
college admission officers, and employers are pressuring the schools to 
sweep out the frills and return to teaching basic subjects. 
The fastest growing offshoot of the '1back to basics" movement is 
the adoption of some form of minimal competency tests by 34 state3 
since 1975. 
Most of the tests require high schoo.l students to read, write, and 
compute at only an eighth grade level before receiving a high school 
diploma, but recently the tendency has been toward stricter Btandard.s. 
By 1981, for exa-r.1.)le, New York will becoMe the first sto.t<! tc req_ui:r� 
g1.>adu�ti�B senj ors to pass tests proving they have mastered high sc�ooJ. 
level hOrk. 
"l3etween 10 and 20 pe:r cent of this Jl.Ule's (high school) gradua:t�H 
w111 r-.".>t be able to rea.d ... ,ell enough to handle a job as a cook, a m�ch�.n!.c, 
or � derk," sa5.d Paul Copperman, author of ''Tht':? Literary Hoax," durint� 
rec·ent. Senate hearings on the dcclin� of education. 
Average eco��s on the national Scholastic Aptitude Teet (SAT), taken 
annu�lly by more than 1 million high school juniors and seniors, have been 
declinina steadily since 1963. 
6 
A recent U.$. Department of Health, Education and Welfare report 
estimatod that 13 per cent of thr� nation's 17-year-old. high school 
stucl.1.?nt13 are t1fur.ctional illitcrates.11 This means they can't perform 
ail'l1r.le ta�ksr ::mch as readine newspapers or road.maps. 1 
Al thou�h t:-. :  illinimum competency testing Movement has rolled across 
the country in the 1970s, it has not captured all states end it may have 
reached a plateau. as far A.s statP. legislativa action is concerned. 
A listing by Chris Pipho, associate director of the Depart ... \�:nt or 
Research and Information for {;he Educ?.tion Comf'llission of the Sto.tes l.n 
Denver1 indicates that about eight to ten states have adopted stai��ide 
cornpet.cncy tests; another 10 to 12 stati:� have adop·ted. stats conpetency 
requirements but not stat�wide teats; and 16 or so states have competency 
proerams but they are not directly tied to graduation. The r��eining 1� 
or so states have not joined the competency movement, and �'ipho tl1)ubts 
that most of thc;r; '11il.L 2 
"The movem��t just defies being put in a chart or a n�wspaper head­
line,•• Pipho oa.L, r.eferrine to the diverse approaches being taken by the 
etnt.��. '1 !t gen, -:\lly appears the �tate le;;islatures r-rc p:robably in a 
neut::-9.l �1cd. t�.on at this time. Moves ha.ve already been made in states 
that have 1·ol:i.t1:.:?.l climates which would have pennitted a move. I wouldn1 t 
expect a 6X"C?..t d, .. :•l more legislation at this point."� 
States that h1:.we programs are now moving into A. stage of identifying 
a't.�!�d�.rds, developing tests, and placing the programs into effect, he 
said. Crmrt canes will be watched carefully. 
Pipho cited a "bie stick versus carrot approach" to funding. Some 
legislators feel that fwH.?in� should be provide{l to a.id in remediating 
7 
Htt.tdent deficiencieR while others foel that cuttlne back flmding is the 
only way to .force educators to make chanees and improvement in education. 4 
In states where competency assessment is left to local school sys­
tems and in c.ities that have their own competency testing proc-rams, only 
small numhers 01· diplomas have been denied because of proficiency require­
ments alone. 
A 1978 �tate survey in Arizona showed that only 202 out of 32,294 
seniors failed to grad.uate because they did not meet proficiency standards. 
Another 2,407 did not graduate for other reasons, npparently·fr.om failure 
to meet course or other requirements. 
In 1978 in Richmond, Virginia, city schools, 212 of 1,746 eligible 
seniors failed to meet course or proficiency requirements. Of the 212 
a total of 156 met proficiency requirements; and 11 met course requirements 
but not proficiency requirements. Twenty of the students met proficiency 
Te'].uJ.rements during sUITIT'ler school. 
Phoenix ( Atl"Zona) Union High School.DiRtrict officials said only 
four to eieht r:-: --;he 683 students who failed to eraduate in 1978 wera 
der:ied diploma� '::•-'lcause they did not meet �ompetency requirements. 
There ar� a number· of firste in the diverse state competency picture. 
Oregon �,-... 1� the first .state to have state minimum compotcncy gradu­
ation requirements. They were approved by the State Board of Education 
1.n Sep�ember, 1972, and became effective with the class of 1978. There 
l� no statewide test in Oregon, and some school districts certify the 
competency of students through regular courses without any special test­
ing programs. Ther� arc no statewide figures available on the impact of 
the competency requirements on graduation. 
8 
New York was the first atate to give a statewide competency te8t 
to �tudents -- to ninth-graders in the fall of 1975 on a pilot basis. 
Tho.state Doard of Re�ents in March, 1976, adoptod a policy requiring 
hiBh school grac!uates to pass competency tests in reading and mathematics. 
The requirement is in effect for the 1979 graduating c lnss. 
Arizona was the first state to have a graduating class subjected 
to state cornpet£-ncy r.eq_uiremcnt:"J the class of 1976. The state Board 
of Education approved the requirement in November, 1973, and the policy 
became effective January 1, 1976. All testing and assessment is hruldled 
at the local level, and 1978 was the first year a state survey was con­
ducted on the effects of the requirements. 
Florida is the first state to provide major funding for remedial 
programs for student� who do not pa�s competency t�ets. The state legis­
lature ap propriated $10 million for the 1977-78 school year and $26.5 
million for the 1978-79 school year for r�medial training for students 
ir: all gradea. 
The North : �a.rolina. legi slature provic�d $4. 45 million in r"medial 
fund� f0:c the 19'18-79 school year, and Governor James B. Hunt, who c<un­
paiened stroncly for a minimum competency testing program in that Rte.te, 
ha.s plt:dee.i he will make an additional $4 million available depending on 
the ro:ml ts from the testing of high school juniors in the fall of 1978. 
'1'ho North Carolina State Boa.rd of Education ha:iJ asked that $10 million 
'bo ;1rov5-rled for the 1979-80 �chool year and S5 million for the follow ing 
year. 
So far, no other states have made major provision� for remedial 
funding <.lthough requests ru·9 expected to be made ae coMpetency programs 
comliil into effect. 
9 
. 
In ?!orth Carolina, tho co mpetency graduation re'luirement goes into 
effect with the class of 1980. Among other :o5tates with statewido tests 
011 pl an� for te�ts, Virt.rJ.nia has n test in effect for the class of 1981. 
Delaware :lrid A 1:: baT.a Are developing test:-5 Rimed at 1981. 
'.renn.:>�!H!.I?, Nevada, and Ma.rylnnd have laws or state board regulation� 
mandating that 1982 graduates meet l"Jtatewide competr.ncy requirements. 
'l'he Illinois Focus 
In Illinois, the State Board of Education pa e:'5ed � resolution in 
response to five s eparate bills introduced in the General A ssembly. On 
August 31, 1978, the Governor 5itJTled legislation �hich charges the Illi-
nois Office of Education with the duty of preparin& procedures and mater-
!a.ls !or the local development of MCT programs. (See Appendix A, SB ?.38) 
The Illinois Office of Education did not endorse SB 238, becaU:Se it 
believed that the coRts assopiated with its implementation may be too 
�re�t in terms of preparation of test materials, the need for additional 
5 st�ff, and the cost of follow-up evaluations and reports. 
Some states , such as Illinois, are studying the problems of state-
wide te�ting, r�ther than rus hing headlong into the melee. Chicago pub-
lie schools require eighth graders to pass sp eci al proficiency tests, and 
6 high school seniors face similar tests before receiving diplomRs. 
"Minimal competency testing is an exce ll ent instrument for account -
A.bility,:� n�w Illipoif.! School Sup erin tendent Donald Gill said in a recent 
interview. '1It' s the kind of acco\U1tability that the citizens are ask-
1n� for." 
Faced with a Jun� 30, 1980 deadline for making rccornmend�tiona, 
otate school 0fficials went to work, reviewing existing tests, holding 
... . : : . 
10 
hearings and reading millions of words on the subject. Their report, 
approved by the state board, asks legislators to turn into law a six-
poln t proc;rn.m: 
1. l·:�1tn�>�ish A. .c:m6e o.f stc-..ndards fe>r minimal levels of student 
achiP.v�;ac1t jn at least th� areas of reading A.nd mathemntics. 
2. P1·cy�·ld-c> individU?..l s-tud.1?nt assessment at no less than two 
element:-�!.':.I'" levels and one- geconda.ry level. 
3. If t-t. �1..ud.ent fails to J•!eet minimum stA.ndards, clwnge the 
.eclucn tio::�r:..l pro&ram to help him. 
4. Do �:t1l deny a student a. promotion ox diploma solely or1 the 
ba5:u:; of a single test. Con:dO.er. the test n.� only one of ao·.-erc>.l 
f.act()rs in cvaluati?1s a studrmt. 
5. Change ·ths educational curriculur.i every three to six years 
�-o meet et•z:lP.nts' chan.giug n!::!ed3. 
6. Keep the public ini'ormed. 'f 
The pns'1 fo': 1t.C'l' ha.s come from some state legislators and SE:grn&nts 
l")f i:he public. !7::J�1eYer. several gro�ps have opposed a state ma.ndated 
test. The opposition includes the Illinois Education A&sociation (IEA), 
the Illinois Fede ration of Teachers (IFr), the Illinois AsAociation of 
School Adm!nislrators (IASA) , and the Illinois Association of School 
)5car.ds ( IASR). 
:Both the lEA and the IFT are fearful that .MCT will be unea to evalu-
ate t.eetchers while IASA And the IASB fear the erosion of local control 
th:lt 1-:iieht reB-111lt from MCT. In addition, the !ASA feels that local school 
d.\ ��t.::-..·icts are presently using testing programs that are sufficient for 
local educational planni n{! And program analysis. The Illinois :Par·ent 
Teachers Association and the Illinois Chamber of Commerc� are also opposed 
to MCT unless there are sufficient safeguards provided to insure that the 
local control of education will not be diminished. 
A 1979 survey by state official� shows that, as of last December, 
9.6 percent·of the �tate•s school districts had some form of minimum 
co�petency testin� in operation. By next June, that figure is expected 
to.increase to 16 percent, repreaenting about 37 percent of the public 
school students in Illinois.
8 
Nearly 30 percent of the school diRtricta, representing about half 
of the state's students, will have phased in some type of MCT by June 
1902. 
Positions For and A.gainst Minimum Competency Testing 
It ia beneficial to consider the positions of those who advocate a 
MCT program as well as the positions of those who are opponents. This 
is a complicated task because the results of a MCT program depend upon 
the method of implementation used by a school district, and there is ?. 
mi :1imum amount of research data to verify the success or failure of 
MC·!' programs. 
The minimum competency testing idea, with all of itn variativns 
and jargon, can be reduced for discussion to these points: 
1. The state, through its schools, owes every child an education. 
2. 'l'herefore, when a child graduates, he should be minimally 
competent, at the very least. 
3. Th�refore, schools should be held accountable for seeing to it 
that every child is minimally competent. 
4. To assure that this occurs, we should test every child. 
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. 
The id�a leads to a new testing program for every child, whether 
with tests we conventionally use (enpecially standardized achievement 
tests) or ·with other measures. In some states the upshot is a state-
de-aigncd and st.r:1tc-administered program. Elsewhere, the state rcqulres 
loce.1 d.ist:ricts Lo design and adrnini� ter a competency testing program. 
There are l egi �J �.iti ve proposnls for the federal gov�rnment to· create 
such a test or help states to do so. 
Such tes.ting programs also lead to a need to deal with the students 
who pass and wi t.h those who fail the tests, a.bout who gets '' remedial" 
treatment as well as what constitutes the need for remediation. The 
tests caYl become the means for giving 0meRning'' to a hi.gh school diploma. 
The t�sts can become the vehicle for assessing what is a good school, 
or a good school district, or a good curriculum, or a good teacher --
not to mention a good kid. •.rests are a way for pc:;ople far removed from 
the cl�::i"'Jroom (such as boards, state boards , and legislators) to make 
judgments about education. 
From how many students can a school district withhold d5.�1omas? 
What will happen when ·•too r.tany•• fnil? What is done then? :ic·wer the 
passing score? Make an easier test? Make different "minimums" for dif-
ferent kids? Teach test-taking? Postpone official adoption 0f the test-
ing prorrram? Will achools be willing to specify what they will "guar-
antee'' ench :Jtudent will learn? If not, how can they require a test? 
If so, how elementary will the test have to be in order that most students 
can pass? If the competencies are "Mickey Mouse" Ro that everyone can 
paD5, TTon't the schools look fooliah? What will happen when some kids 
drop out rather than take the test'? What will happen when graduateR who 
pass the test are still not judged competent by potential employers? 
Boards and educators alike should think twice about any test {even 
one of their ovm creation) that will have the effect of dictating much 
of what the �1chool doe3. Yet some 32 statea nre now on the minimum com­
petcmcy pat.h. with more likely to follow. Before an educator hops on 
this bandvmgon., he should assure himself that the idea 1 tself is under­
stood. Think about these ideas: 
The st!:-�te1 throuf,h its schools, owes every child an education. 
1. On!l through its schools? Are all the things a child should 
minimally learn the province os the school? Will the test only 
cover school-taught things? 
2. Vfnat iB the nature of the state's obligation? Is i t the 
rendering �f a service that cAil be defined by Btudent leaniing? 
Or is it the provitlion ... o.f certain facilities and opportunities? 
3. An educ;-{tion? Is there one kind for. all, at minimum? Or is 
there a va; :.&ty of education experiences and outcomes that are 
acceptabl,:· .-
4. If there is a minimum for every child, is it the Rame minimum 
for all ch�.ldren? If for each child, ho1'1 does one justify differ­
ent ''standards" for different chi liiren? 
5. Does the �tate (or the school) know what it is able to do for 
each child? What will t�e achool guarantee (like the perfol'1!lance 
contractor of." cld)? What will the state (or the school) do if it 
fA.ils to meet its guarantee? 
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Vlht'n a. chil1L�;r�du:-1t_�:.'l-,_ the child .!'\hould b£? mini.mrt!.!l. competent, 
at the very lea.st. 
1. What nre competencie3? Do they relate to school skill� or to 
real life'� Are they the same for all children? Are they dictated 
by the "mainstream'' culture? 
2. What is a. minimum? 
3. Who has the wi3dom, the authority, ann. the bravado to decide 
who.t competencie3 should be applied to all children, and what are 
the minimu.�s within each? The legislature? State board? State 
:511perintendent? Local boards? Local community group3'? Subject­
matter experts? The federal government? The testing companies? 
The text-book publishers? Parents? Teachers? Kids? 
4. Are there "minimum competencie� .. evident among the adults .in 
any corrununity? How will the minimum competencie3 required of 
children in school relate to the competencies of their parents 
and neighbG ··s? 
5. What R' the appropriate tests for comp etencies? Do we watch 
what youn��! :.ers can accomplish in real-life 3ettings? Do we simu­
late real-life settings? Or do we follow the tried-and-true path 
of giving n.ul tiple-choice paper-and-pencil te3ts? 
Scho?J��:hould be held accountablP. for eeeing to it that every 
child i�.J:152J.�::iall,¥; ·competent . 
1. What i� the real purpose: to judge school� or to judge kid�? 
Who ie accountable when a student fails to ma�ter a competency? 
2. Will echoole be held acc ountable , or iA this but a new rational­
ization for labeling certain children incapable? 
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3. Arc we confident that, whether we label c hildren competent or 
not competent, thc�e judgment� accu.rately reflect what a child can 
do in real life? 
To a.:oJ�ur� that this occurs, we :cihoulcl te:-.t every child. 
1. Is not what a child does in real life both a ne tter test and a 
more meaningful test tha..'1 any school-given test? 
2. If the :pu rpo se is to ju.dge schools, must 100% of the children 
succeed in order for schools to succeed? 
3. If the purpose is to judge schools, is n ot random sampling 
sufficient to satisfy the presumed information needs of decision 
makers? 
4. Und er what circumstances c a n  a student be exempted from the 
tests?9 
Of course, if on e ignores the difficult questions and steamrolls 
a.head, lt is fC'··.:.iible -- even easy -- to w:-:ite or create tests mid then 
administer scr. . ls in suc h a way that virtually all students pass virtu­
ally all the t·.:: �s. 
However f-;. -1sible or easy it is t o  do minimum competency testing, the 
tUfficul t task will be to defend doing it. It will be nec essary to defend 
each test as ar. accurate measurement of whatever is tested ; to defend 
that c�ch t�sted item is a c ompetency, a minimum compe tency , and is impor­
tant �nough to be worth hoth testing and tea ching. I t  may he necessary, 
also, to deT-onstrate that the co�petency � been taught. It will be 
necc�sary to de�end tho role of the state (or school district) in requir­
ing such tests, especially if the purp ooe is to judge ntuden ts. Fin al ly , 
it will be necessary, it the tes ts are use d to judge students, to show 
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that the tests do not discriminate 'in �uspect ways. The::te a.re the legal 
ch<tllen&es the use of minimum competency testing will provoke. 
Finnl ly, (;.ne "1onde1·s whether sufficient funds are being allocated 
to fr1ph)ment tb? reco:nrncnciations t�at flow from competency testing: for 
addi ti ona.l .die.ciwstic testtng, for remediation, and for preventive 
In spite of these cnutions, competency testing might well become a 
constructive force for improving sturlent achievement -- if the tests 
are ·given early enoueh, if they are challenging enough , and if the re­
sults are used a� guides for instruction. They might alao help by mobil­
izing us - - teachers, administrators , parents , and pupils -- to greater 
efforts. Perhaps they will help most of all if they give teachers and 
administrators the courage to demand the proper instructional resources 
needed by pupil s who fail early to meet the minimum requirements of the 
10 competency test8. 
• I  
CHAPTER III 
SURVE'! RESULTS 
Development of the Survez 
A second purpose of thi� study was the aaRes::tment of public opinion 
and. feelings a.bout Minimum CoMpetency Testing (MCT) in the proeraJ"ll and 
operation of the Cerro Gordo School District 100. 
The Cerro Gordo School Board and its superintendent , Mr. Harry 
Starkey, determined that thi8 survey was the beat way to meet this 
objective. 
The survey was conducted with these goals in mind : 
1 .  Assess the publi c ' s  perception of its knowledge about compe­
tency testing. 
2. Assess the public opinion o f  the ·district ' s  perfonna.nce in 
teaching of basic skills ( reading, writing, and arithmetic) .  
3. Assess the public opinion on the need for a competency test­
ing program. 
4. Assess the public feeling on whether o r  not the expenee in• · 
volved in a competency testing program would represent money 
well spent. 
5. Assess the public opinion of what uses a competency testing 
program should serve. 
6. Assess the public opinion on what areas outside the basic 
skills should be tested if a competency testing progrftm were 
adopted. 
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Administration of the Surv� 
Three hundred fifty copies of the survey were mailed to randomly 
celectcd roemb�rs of the coMmunity. All school faculty members received 
copies of the survey. The return rate for the citi?.enR was approximately 
34 p<:l'C"'nt.. · The returo rate for the school staff was approximately 
64 percent. 
Ro�ml ts --
The results of the survey will be divided into three sections; 
community, faculty, and community compared to staff. 
Commun ity 
Responses to the twelve items in the survey are presented in per-
centagea. There were approximately 105 responses. Not all respondents 
answered every i tem. 
Item #1 - My knor.ledge about competency testing i s :  
N = 105 Nothing Small Average Great 
43% 35•;& 
Item #2 - The ;-:. - t'o Gordo Schools' performance on the teaching of the 
basic : · �i lls ( reacting, writing, arithmetic) i s :  
N = 103 Excellent Good .Pair Poor Don ' t  Know 
24% 
Item 1Y3 - Is � :.::o:npete:icy testing program needed in the Cerro Gordo 
Public Schools? 
N = 105 Yes No Undecj,ded 
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Item #4 - A coropetP.ncy testing program for Cerro Gordo Public Schools 
would involve some expense. Do you feel this would be money 
well spent? 
N = 103 Yes Undecided 
51% 
I-t.em #5 - I f  a competency testing program were adopted, should it be 
used to place students in remedial programs? 
N = 100 Yes 
6� 
No 
12% 
Undecided 
22'% 
Item #6 - If a competency testing program were adopted, should it be 
used to promote students from grade to grade? 
N = 99 
Item #7 - If a 
used 
N = 101 
Yes 
39% 
No 
32% 
Undecided 
29% 
competency testing program were 
to 
- . 
determine 
Yes 
37.:j, 
if a student will 
No Undecided 
26� 38% 
Item #8 - If a .competency testing program were 
used to eva.luate school programs? 
N = 100 Yes No Undecided 
75% 7% 18% 
adopted, should it be 
get a diploma? 
adopted, should it be 
Item #9 - Suppose the Cerro Gordo Public Schools adopted a competency 
test progra.rn in the basic skills ( reading, writing, arithmetic ) .  
How important do you feel it would be to test competency in 
civil . responsibility skills (voting, paying taxes)? 
N = 101 Great 
31% 
Bo me 
52% 
Little 
17� 
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Item ,¥10  - Suppose the Cerro Gordo Public Schools adopted a competency 
"t ont procram in the basic. skills ( reading, writing, nri thmetic ) .  
Row important do you feel it would be to test competency in 
human relations skills ( gettin� along with others)? 
N .. 97 Great Some Li ttlc 
3 35� 4 7% 20"1' 
Item #11 - Suppo8e the Cerro Gordo Public Schools aclopted a coMpetency 
test program in the basic skills ( reading, writing, arithmeti c ) .  
How important do you feel i t  would be t o  test competency in 
vocational skills � job training, job finding) ? 
N = 98 Great Some Little 
50% 3�1' 1 1% "  
Item #1 2 - Suppose the Cerro Gordo Public Schools adopted a competency 
test progralll in the basic skills ( reading, writing, arithmetic). 
How im:.ortant do you feel it would be to test competency in 
life skills ( balance checkbook , keep budget)? 
N = 99 Great SomP. Little 
49?� 40'/� 1 1% 
.·. pmrununi ty - Income Level 
For purposes of analysis, the respondents to the ourvcy were divided 
into four groupa based on thelr yearly family income. The yearly income 
levels were : 
?. 1  
$10,000 or below 0 ,I ret-lpondents 
$10,000 to �20, 000 21  respondents 
$20, 000 to :;>30, 000 31 respond en t:J 
$30,000 or areater 1 1  i;espondents 
The rl!spor1;J<� of the citi zens by the various income level� showed 
similarity of answers to variou� survey itema. 
Citizens with inc0T11es of :B0 ,000 er over hn.d the g:r.ea.tcst knowled f.sC 
about minimwn cor:ipetency testing. This group also believed that the 
Cerro Gordo Public Schools ' performance on the teaching of the basic 
skills was good but believed also that competency testing was needed. 
They were willing to share the additional expense involved in this test-
ing and considered it money well spent. This group would like to see 
the program used to place students in a remedial program, promote students 
from grade to grade, and to evaluate school programs. The respondents 
were equally divided as to whether the tests should be used to determine 
if a student sho�ld get a diploma. They felt strongly toward testing 
in the areas of civil responsibility, human relations , vocational skill::J, 
and life skills. 
Citizens in the $20, 000 - S30,000 income level knew less about com-
petency testing than those in the higher salary bracket. They believed 
their schools were doing a good job of teaching the ba�ic �k i l ls. Compe-
tency teeting wa� needed P.nd they were willing to share th� needed expense. 
�'he re�ponclents showed approval of the testing program to be used to 
place students in a remedial program , promote Rtud.ents from grade to 
grade, and evaluate school programs, but they were undecided if a test 
should be used to determine if a student would obtain a diploma. Thie 
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group beli E:vcd the te�t should also be used in the area9 of civil re5pon­
sibili ty, humAA relations, vocational skills, and life :i5kills. The 
answer:iJ of the two groups to the survey showed very siI'lilar answers. 
They will continue to support their sch(,ols both educationally and finan­
cially. '.!'hey would like further study before approving testing as a means 
of obtaining a diploma. 
The $ 1 0 , 000 - $20 , 000 income level 6TOUp believed thciT schools ' 
performance of teachin& basic skills was good. They were undecided about 
having competency testing programs in the schools since their knowledge 
about it wa� very low. This group did not approve of an added expense 
for the p1·ogram. If the competency program were adopted, they would like 
to eee it used in the areas of remedial reading, student placement , and 
to evaluate school proe-rarns. They were undecided about using testing 
as a means of detennining if a student will get a diploma, or for grade 
promotions. 
If the . public schools a.d.0pted a competency test program, they were 
stron« for using it in the area� of life �ki l l :i5 ,  vocational �kills, 
hu�an skill�, and civil re�ponsibility. 
The l�t income r,roup (under $10 • 000) believed their schools were 
doing a good job on the teaching of basic skills. They felt a competency 
te�ting program wa:;ii needed and were willing to share the added expense. 
Testing �hould not be used for a student to either obta.in e diploma 
or to be placed in a remedial cla�s, but to evaluate the school program. 
The testing 8hould in·�lude the n.l'.·eas of vocational skills and life iiJkills. 
In summary, the citizens need more information about competency 
te�ting. 'I'hey were in agreement that their �chool �y�tem wa� cloing a eood 
job of teaching ba�ic �kill�. '.!'here wae a con�ensu� of opinion that 
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competency testing was needed and they would be willing to share the 
expen�es of impl�mentation. 
The program should be used to place students in a remedial program. 
A majority n f  the groups believed testing should be used to promote 
students fr.om grade to grade. 
The question they were divided upon was using the testing program 
to determine if a student should get a diploma. The citi zens wanted 
competency te::;iting in their schools but not as a criteria for obtaining 
a diploma. They would rather that the school program be re-evaluated 
and updated. However, life skil l s ,  human relation skills, vocational 
skil l s ,  and civil responsibility skills in the testing program were given 
priority by the majority _of the groups. 
Item #5 - If a competency testing program were adopted, should it be 
used to place stud.ents in remedial programs? 
N = 69 Yes No Undecided 
Under $10,000 33% 33� 33�' 
$10,000 to $20,C<)O 78% o;� 22% 
$20,000 to $30, 000 77% 10% 1 3% 
$30,000 or greater 55% (11/o 45% 
!tmo #8 - If a competency testing program were adopted, should it be 
u�0d to evaluate school programs? 
N = 67 Yes No Undecided 
Under $10,000 67% <Yfo 33% 
$10,000 to $20,000 81% <Y}G 1 9';.6 
$20,000 to $30,000 81�  6% 1 3;� 
$30,000 or ereat er 8?.<'fa CY?� I 18% 
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Item #1 1 - Suppose the Cerro Gordo Public Schools adopted a co�petency 
test progr� in the ba�dc skills ( reading, writing, arithmetic). 
How importP-"lt do you feel it would be to test competency in 
vocational skills ( job training, job finding)? 
N = 72· Great Some Little 
Under $10,000 56�  1 1% 331� 
$10,000 to $20,000 57?-'o 38% 5�� 
s20,ooo to $30 , 000 657� 32% 3� 
$30,000 or g�eater 46cfo 36% 1 8°-' I 
_9ommuni ty - Educa.tion Level 
The respondents were divided into four different categories based 
upon fonnal education completed. The four categories were : 
Eiehth Grade Graduate 5 respondents 
High School Graduate 57 respondents 
College Graduate 21 respondents 
Other ( b�siness school ,  1 3  respondents 
beauty school, etc. ) 
The responses when analyzed by educational levels were significantly 
differnnt on three of the twelve items. The results of these three items 
are reported h·:<i.o·,.,: 
Item #1 - My knowledge about competency testing is: 
M = 96 Nothing Small Average Great 
8th Grade Grad. 40/� 60?h O"fa � 
H.S. Grad. 1 7�  57% 26% O"fe 
College Grad. 4� 14% 5<>:' 32% 
Othor 1 ?.% 38�� 5o% 0% 
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Item #5 - If a competoncy testin� program were adoptod, should it be 
used to place students in remedial programs? 
N = 91 Yes No Undecided 
8th Grade G:i:-r:.d. 40,'!G 2oio . ' 40:\) 
H.S. Grad. 61�' I 6�� 33% 
College Grad. 82% 9°fo 9% 
Other oo% 20/G <Y'fo 
Item //8 - If a competency testing program were adopted, should it be 
used to evaluate school programs':' 
. N == 91 Yes No Undecided 
8th Grade Grad. 500fo � 5� 
H.S. Grad. 69�t 6% 25% 
College Grad. 95% �" � 
Other 88% CY/, 1 2%  
In general , those respondents with less formal education felt they 
did not know as nuch al: mt MCT as those with more fomal education. 
Respondents with more .formal education seemed to feel more strongly that 
MCT should be u�cd to ;::J. ace students who nef'?d extra help in remedial 
classes and to evaluate school programs. 
Re�ponde11ts with Children in the Cerro Gor<io Public Schools 
Compared to :-tespond€:nts Who "!>id Not Currently RavA Children 
in the CP-rro Gordo Public Schools 
The respon�es of parentR with children in the Cerro Gordo Public 
Schools ( 84) are very similar to those r9spondents v1ho do not have 
childr�n in the Corro Gordo Public Schools ( ?.1 ) on all item� except 
item f12. The resulta of item #2 are reported as follows: 
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Item #2 - '�1e Cerro Gordo Public Schools' perf o:rrrla.nce on the teaching 
of the basic skills (readine-, writing, arithmetic) is:  
N � 105 Excellent Good Fair Poor Don ' t  Know 
Pa.rants 4% 52% · 2 I -9':"' 7% &.'� 
:Non-Parnnt:'i 24�� 43% 1 9;� 9� 5?t 
Respondents without children in the Cerro Gordo Public Schools 
reported less Y.nowledge of the performance of District 100 in teachine 
basic skills compared to respondents with children in the Cerro Gordo 
Public Schools. 
-: . ·  . Faculty 
Approximately 64 percent of the faculty in the Cerro Gordo Public 
Schools responded to the sam� questionnaire as the coillMunity. The 
responses of the faculty to the twelve items were as follows : 
Item #1 - My knowledge about competency testing is:  
N = 29 Nothing Small Average Great 
1� 28% 55�' 7% 
Item #2 - The Cerro Gordo Public Schools' performance on the teaching 
of the basic skills ( rea.cUng, wr.i ting, arithmetic)  is :  
N = 29 Excellent Good Fair Poor Don' t  Know 
0% 34�� 31% 14% 21% 
Ite:-n #3 - Is a competency testing program needed in the Cerro Gordo 
Public Schools? 
N = 29 Yes No Undecided 
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Item # 4 - A competency testing program for Cerro Gordo Public Schools 
N = 29 
wouJ.d involve some expen�e. Do you feel this would be money 
well spent? 
Yen No . Undecided 
17% 
Item # 5 - I f  a competency testing program were adopted, should it be 
used + .. � place students in remeilial programs? 
N = 27 Yes No Undacided 
78% 
Item # 6 - If a competency testing program were adopted, should it be 
used to promote students from grade to grade? 
N ::: 26 Yes No Undecided 
Item # 7 - 1£ a competency testing program were adopted, should it be 
used io determine if a student will get a diploma? 
N = �6 Yes No Undecided 
1 5� 35% 
Item # 8 - I f  a competency testing program were adopted, should it be 
used to evaluate school programs? 
N = 26 Yes No Undecided 
61� 1 1% 8� I 
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Item # 9 - S upvose the Cerro Gordo .Public S chools adopted a competency 
test program i n  the basi c  skills { reading, writ ing, a+ith­
meti c) . How important do you feel it wo uld be t o  teflt compe­
tency i n  civil responsibility akills ( voting, paying taxes) ? 
N = 26 Great Some Little 
54% 
Item #10 - S uppose the Cerro Gordo Publi c Schools adopted a comp etency 
t est program in the basic sk ill s ( reading, wri ting, arit hmet ic). 
How important do you feel it would be to test competenc y in 
human relations skills \getting along with others) ? 
N = 28 Great Some Little 
29% 57� 1 4% 
Item #1 1 - Suppose the Cerro Gordo Public Schools adopted a competency 
t est program i n  the basi c ski lls ( reading, writ i ng, arithmetic).  
How important do you feel it would be to test competency i n  
vocatj onal ski lls ( job t raining, job finding) ? 
N = 27 Great Some Little 
. 
48% 41% 1 1% 
Item #1 2 - S uppose the Cerro Gordo Public Schools adopted a competency 
t eat program in the basic ski lls ( reading, writi ng, arith­
mc;-f;ic ) .  How important do you feel it  would be to test compe­
tency i n  l ife skills ( balance checkbook , k eep budget )'? 
N = 27 Great Some Little 
Community Gomp�red to Staff 
Six items that were �ignificantly different were : 
Item # .1 - My knowledge about competency testin� i s :  
Citizens 
Teacher� 
Nothing 
1 5% 
1o% 
Small 
43% 
28% 
Average 
35% 
55� 
Great 
1% 
1ofo 
Number 
105 
29 
29 
Item /! 2 - '.r.he Gerro Gordo Public Schools' performance on the teaching 
of the basic skills ( reading, writing, arithmetic ) i s :  
Excellent Good Fair Poor Don't Know Number 
Citizens 8% 50% 24�' 9% 9� 
Teachers CJ1, 34% 31% 14� 21% 
Item # 5 - If a competency testing program were adopted, should it be 
used to place students in remedial programs? 
Citizens 
Teachers· 
Yes 
66% 
7a'f, 
No 
12% 
� 
Undecided 
22% 
22% 
Number 
1 00 
27 
Item # 8 - If a competency testing progrnm were adopted, should it be 
uaed to evaluate school programs? 
Citizens 
Teachers 
Yes 
75� 
81% 
No 
7% 
Undecided 
1� 
&,t 
Number 
100 
26 
103 
29 
30 
Item #10 - Suppose the Cerro Gordo Public School8 adopterl a competency 
test program in the basic skills ( reading, writing, A.rith­
metic ) . How import:u1t do you feel it would be to test compe­
tency inhuman relA.tions skills (get ting along with others)? 
Citizens 
Teachers 
Great Some J .. i ttle Numher 
33% 
29'?� 
20% 
14% 
97 
28 
Item #1 1 - Suppose the Cerro Gordo Public Schools adopted a competency 
test program in the basic skills ( reading, writing, arith­
metic ) .  How important do you feel i t  would b e  t c  test compe­
tency in vocational skills ( job training, job finding)? 
Citizens 
Teachers 
Great Some Little Humber 
39% 
57% 
1 1% 
1 4% 
98 
28 
Analysis of Survey 
According to the responses of the survey to item #1 there needs to 
be more educatio·n of competency testing for the public before it is to 
be initiated in the Cerro Gordo Schools. The public ' s  perception about 
competency testing was very low. The college graduates' knollfledge was 
high compared to less knovirledge of competency test ing of other graduat� 
levels in P-ducation. 
It should be noted that there were significant difference9 between 
the total number of respondents in the four categories baaed upon for­
mal education. For examp l e ,  the eighth grade grA.duatee consisted of 
only five respondents compared with fifty-soven high school graduat es 
who responded to the nurvey. 
3 1  
Citizens believed that the Cerro Gordo Schools wer� doing a good 
job teaching the basic skills while the teachers' reRpon ses rated this 
task from fair to good. Perhaps, if competency testing were Ul'3ed to 
evaluate the sch<)ol programs , the schools' performance scores ahown by 
the teachers might improve .  
The public opinion on the need for a. competency testing program 
showed over fifty percent of the respondents in favor of such a program. 
In addition to favoring a competency testing program , the public 
felt this additional cost would be money well spent. The income lev·els 
note� in the survey would substantiate any additional necessary funding. 
The community would, by their responses, like to incorporate the 
testing of Human Relations Skills and Vocation�! Skills in the school 
program. Since the majority of respondents were high school graduatee 
instead of college graduates, this might account for a. greater demand 
for these skill areas. Results showed that the faculty was not as favor­
able for these iP-stings as the community. 
The survey Bhowed that the public �as divided on whether competency 
testing should CE. used to determine if a student will receiv" a diploma. 
or to promote students from grade to grade. They did favor testing com­
petency in life skills involving balancing a checkbook or keeping a budget. 
The community reepondents showed a favorable majority "anting the 
program to be used to place students in a reMedial program whenever 
nece�1'ary. 
Limitations 
CHAPTER IV 
THE C1';JIBO GO ltOO PUBLIC SCHOO IS 
AND '4INIMUM COMPE'I'ENCY TJ<:'.Srl'ING: 
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 
Interpreting the 't{e�ults of the Surv�y 
The results of the corrununi ty survey on Minimum competency testing 
are presented ir. Chapter III. (Complete results a.re reported in Appen­
dix C) The purpose of the questionnaire �a..� to find out how the sample 
of the population surveyed felt about minimwn competency testing. No 
attempt was made to define the type of minimum competency testing ·pro­
grarn which might be develGp.ed .or what the implementation of a minimum 
competency tes�ing program might cost the school system. The Sf\.Inple 
of the p�pulation was asked to respond to a difinition of minimUJ!l compe­
tency testin6 i n  principle, without the specifics of any proposed program. 
:Because Jt .� ·.' iR an emotional topic, arguments are frequently advRnced 
on both sides of the topic •:i thout refer�nce to documentation. Many of 
th�ae ar(.,iur'.lentf; are based primarily on the hopes or fears of individuals 
FL"ld g-1:oupo ra.ther than on aerioua analyses of the issue. Thia section 
·dll i.den tlfy sorne popular misconceptions associated with MCT. 
1. MCT ?1i"!_l stop soci�.l promotion Md inriure that everyone can 
at leost re::td ar.rl wr:lt t;; . 
lo.,irr::t,  thl're are no secret recipes for learning or teaching. This 
is espcciall:,• true for Ruch complex skills as reading and writing. 'J.'he 
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moet that can be hoped for is that all those who pass MCT will have some 
min:lmnm skills in thoRe areas at teat time. 
2. MCT will make teacherR accountable for teaching the basic ski :l lR. 
There are sc\�l e important differ�nces between accountability in educa­
tion and in· other fields. For exampl e ,  measuring learning is more diffi­
cult than meas1��ing how many cars are built or sold. Public school teach­
ers have little control over which students enter school. While we can 
make sure that teachers devote a certain amount of time to teaching ba.sic 
skilis, there is no way to make students learn if they lack either the 
ability or desire. In addition, some methods of implementing MCT may not 
greatly increase the accountability of individual teachers. A single 
tent g.tven in the eleventh or twelfth grade, for instance, will add little 
to th•? accom1ta.bili ty of kindergarten and first-grade teachers, especially 
if the t11ement.i1.ry school and the hieh schpol have different boards of 
education. 
3. W1.1:h e;rade inflati0n and ability &rouping, I don ' t  know what 
<m A means <inym.ore. I need to know exactly what .!'L£.hildren 
have l earned and not learned. This ia why I ' m  in favor of MCT. 
'.rhis is a good example of suggesting a solution without clearly 
iderri:5.fyine 1.he pro bl em. If the goal is better reporting of skills 
leE!l"fl.ed and not learned, then the most logic:i.l approach would be to 
improYe the traditional report card. It must also be kept in mind that 
:.tC1.l' ls only a gross estimation of learning in certain areas. The areas 
not rL.easured by MCT ( social skills, personality trai t s ,  etc . )  fllA.Y be 
even More important to future success than the ones being measured. 
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4. The three R� arc all I ' ve needed in life! Our e.d1ools hnve ---
become ncA<icmic cafeterias that let the students pick fun but 
meanin5l f1::is courses. MC'r \'Ti l 1 res tore basic education to the 
school s . 
MCT uy it8clf is simply a measuring device that can be adopted by 
a school system without significant changes in curriculum. For example ,  
in a few years computer skills 1nay be basic. An overloaded curriculum 
does not necessarily mean that the basics are,..not there, nor that the 
curricu.hun is filled with meai1ingless courses. State mal1dates and 
school bo�rd policies have played a major role in the expal1sion of 
school curriculum. If priorities or limitations are needed , l egislative 
or board fl.ct ion should be requested in addition to ( o r  even wi thou.t) MCT. 
5. 'l'oday'.s students can' t even fil l out a job application ! 
!1CT .!J��J. 't�pt skills from the real world. Everyone should 
kno1' h9..'!!.._°t.;:?. gnt a ,job and support a family. 
While 5. t .:i !'' true that some students have d.ifficul ty filling out 
job �pplication�, it is not true that most do. Although many people 
would argue for the importance of getting a job and supporting a family, 
i t  is nt)t sP-lf-evident that this should be the major focus of the Achools. 
Indeed• it i s  di.ff icul t to determine vrha.t " real world" skills !.!.!. occu-
pations share. Moreover, MCT may or mny not test those skills; the 
:rm.Jori ty of c:x:ioting MCT programs tea t only the three Rs. 
6.  Moat hi.gh :Jchool eracluates are really unprepared . MCT will 
rest,."lre the value of the high school diploma. 
We are t�aching more kids more skills thRn any society in the history 
of the world. It seems ironic that as more and more people become high 
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school &radnates, the expectations of the public are increased. The 
rncre Buccessf11l schools a.re, the leao value is assianed to a high school 
diploma. The value of a high school diploma i s  baaed upon factors other 
than trtuden-t le::i rning. When few people graduated from high school , it 
was a valned P..cb:i. sveinent .  Now that most people graduate , i t  has little 
comparative val·..i·�,  regar<lless of the competence or lack of coTTlpetP.nce 
of the {fca.1uate. 
7 .  .!J..1?like_..:"!,!_a.'1l. educators I favor MCT. I know social promotion 
i:���er�lly n w�y for teachers to get rid of problem students, 
.P!'�!t�_p�!J.-�.E)-t I''llnori ties .  Conse9uently, these students are pushed 
� a.no. 2�1t f ..11  nobody cares if they haven' t  been trainerl or don ' t  
J<.n2·��J.o_. r�an . MCT will force all teachers to pay fllore attention 
.ig __ �!'. d�.E£!�9�.ds of werucne3sFS :tnd remediation, especially among 
.r.;::�1..lly�<>tu.dr::nj:s or minorities. 
!<ac5_al px-ejudice is widespread in many areas of our society. Un1c�s 
spac5.fic · stP.>:;is are taken , ,..e have no assurance that. MCT will cause teach­
erz to pay more attention to the diagnosis and remediation of learning 
prcblem8 am{me minorities. It is conceivable that MCT will identify :problem 
nt.uc'lents 01�ly to have them placed with the worst teachers or in less 
ef.fe�tive cur.ri culun1 tracks . MCT could in fact become a new fonn of 
St1C,'"l.'et;:dirm - ··  !"..i.cial as wel l  a.a academic -- if it is not tied to an 
d'fect:i.,•e remediation program and monitored by sensitive administrators. 
8 ,  Schonls are notoriou:=t for thelr lack o f  coordination between 
E.E._adr:•rJ or schools. MC'r shoitln force P.rlucator8 to coordinate bett�r 
theiI program:> from grn.dc to erarle and Achoo) to school. 
Potentially, MCT may rem1lt in even poorer coordination. Many MCT 
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programs are locally controlled and developed, in some cases building 
by building. This can lead to inconsistent goals and standards between 
elementary and A.:�c.ondary schools in the same diRtrict. 'l'he likelihood 
of this is even r, reater when the elementary and secondary schools fall 
tmder the juris.J iction of separate boards. The problel'l of coordination· 
is especially ac'tte in states that have large numbers of districts 
(Illinois, for example, has over 1 ,000 districts) .  
9.  I f  citizens a.re involved in establishing the MinirrtUJ'lls and 
identifying priorities, they will naturally provide g;seater 
support for schools and education. 
There is a difference between participation and support. Many citi­
zens are interested in MCT precisely because they have serious doubts about 
our educational system. Establishing representative citizen involvement 
in the discussion of educational priorities is a desirable but most dif­
ficult task . Attracting some groups to participate in this task has con-
. founded many schcol district:'! for decades. There i s  little hope that MCT 
by itself is e �trong enough magnet to attract these groups into discus­
sion or involve-:a�nt, let alone support, of educational efforts. Moreover, 
if not pr�p(-rly planned and monitored , citizen involvement can easily 
exacerbate tt:n3ions among groups and individuals and become a devisive 
1 1  issue. 
\ ' 
�7 
There r-n:e as mMy argum�nts ngainst MCT as in fiwor of l t .  The 
following ;:1.re perhaps the most common fears, but they do not constitute 
an Gxhaustive lint.. 
1 .  MCT wi 1. 1 destroy higher learning in our high :cichooll!. If MCT 
is r" r.p.i.i .... ,. .l t h · u + h 1 th b 
· l · 1 1  ci +h · -·-�..., . -;- _';:;J�ac err; w::..;.__;.,_:.�!}-C on y e as.i� s a . -�-_<-._w_ ...._. _,_._1_s 
!:'iJ) tri�-�:}.ize the curriculum. High 5chool [!'aduiates wi]) be 
only rn:tn 5.r;: ;:.J. l v cc·m�etcnt. 
-- .· -----· -
MCT can be used to diagnose those students who nee d  furthe r instruc-
tion in the ba�ics. Obviously, not all students fall into this category. 
Those who have mastered the basics may, of course, be allowed and eneour-
aged. to chooge more advanced course�. Addi tiona.l requirements in "nonbasic" 
nreas can also be m�...ndated to assure that adva.�ce d courses and re quire-
ments remain part of the curriculum. Various existing MCT programs test 
such diverse areas as econoroic8 , social etudies, natural science ,  govern-
;r.cmt, as well a::. the three Rs. 
2 .  Jli.1.'.ll_the adoption of MCT, testing will become the main objective 
of schooL __ Critical thinking, attitudes, and creativity will be 
�orcd b"!<.:au�e they are difficult to test. 
MOT will not 1�ean that a school will offer only a minimum curriculum. 
P.ccnordc prest-::u1·e�, rather than MCT, have been .the worst enemy of 
advruiccd cour�8� and affective skills. Fiecal con�traint� have mandated 
(;utbe.cks in all areas. Moreover, existing MCT program� in other states 
test 5uch difficult to measure areas as per:!lonal development , l'locial 
rceponaibility, ?Jld problem-solving ability. 
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3. Quality education will :i!!Uffer if MCT i� fl.dopted. Athl etic�, 
mu:'!!ic, fine art�, and other nonba�ic area3 w i. 1 1  be �lil!linaten • • 
Unique and indivi dual need� of 3tudent3 will be :shm1ted a3ide. 
Bilingual, handicapped, <:.11d gifted ::it udent :i. will be aba..""ldoned •. 
h'ven if UC'r f ocuse:5 on the ba15ic1' or on tho�e thing15 that a.re common 
to all :5tudent3 , thi5 doe:s not mean that every�hlng el3e will be aboli�hed. 
It may ' mean only that certain general prioritie" have been e�tabli�hed. 
MCT may ce implemented at the eame time ae other extra-curricular activi-
ties receive increased support. Moreover, each subject men.tioned above 
is supported by strong and vocal pressure groups. It is doubtful that 
MCT alone will cause their demise. 
4. There is no doubt MCT will greatly strengthen state control of 
education at the expense of local contro l .  
There are innumerable fonns o f  MCT. At least seven states have MCT 
programs that are locally developed, administererl, and controlled. This 
' obviously strengthens rather than weakens local control. Other states 
have adopted. MCT programs that are developed, administered, and controlled 
by the state. Obviously, the.:!� programs have the potential to strengthen 
the influence of �tate government. But nothing is automatic. MCT can be 
used to strengther. local or state contro l ,  depending on how it is imple-
men tee'!. 
5. I resent that some unproven test rlevelop�n in New Jersey or Iowa 
is being used as the sple basis of awarding stuclents cUploma:-i or 
evaluating_ the _performance of tcacheriJ or administrators . 
The choice o( te3t and utilization of results is frequently left up 
to tho local district , and the teat itself may in fact be locally developed • 
.. . 
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Moreover, MCT is not necessar.ily tied to graduation or to the evalu{ition 
of teachers. In fact , MCT ia not generally used to evaluate teachers or 
administ·rators. 
6 .  MC11' is just another racist plot. It is simply a ploy to keep 
�norf ty fit. :lrlents from getting diplomas And competing with 
whites. 
It is posci.�>le, but not necessary, for MCT tests to be racially 
biased. Such tests should obviously not be used. However, MCT may be 
beneficial to those minority students who are ignored and pushed up and 
out . without adeqnate instruction. MCT may be utilized to protect the 
rights of minorities by preventing this if i t  is tied to effective 
diagnosis and re�ediation. 
7. �}:.. c�_E.�n evil thing. Hany students will fail and simpl_l 
_§:-:·op on.t. ---� !2..is wil 1 leave the country sitting on a;, ,I?O\vder ke_§. of 
� tter4 �;�-��-�:��cated, unerr.plo;,::ed youths. 
The patt� Y-.'l .i.n existinl MCT programs has been for a large percentage 
of st�l:ients to fail initially but for the percentage to be reduced dra­
ma ticalJ y by graduation time. It all depends on how high the minimwns 
are 8et and how effective the remediation is. Again , this is frequently 
1.9ft up to the local district. 
8* It 5.s illlJTloral to force peorlA to take ;-.. test, fail them, and 
�� tt�?l s). t ting there. But remediation is too costly for 
A. loca.1 d!.�;trict and the state won ' t  provide the extra money. 
Kot only is · "MCT without remediR.tion'' immoral , it may also be 
i l l egal. Som� otnt�s with MCT programs have made provisions for reme­
di :\iior1. Plori.d.c:i , for example, allocatl?d approximately �26 million for 
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remediation . in 1978-79. Even if money for remediation is not 8Uppl!P.d 
at the state level, it may still be possible for local districts to pro­
vide low-cost remediation by shifting prioritiP.s and staff assignments. 
9. MCT will allow those who pa·As the test to graduate en.rly from 
high school . But there is something to be said for spenning four 
years in high school .  I t ' s  part of growing up. Besicte�, if you 
graduate ea'.l':'ly, how will you kno"' which c1as� reunion to attend? 
Earl  graduation would also lead to a drastic reduction in the 
number of teachers needed. 
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Al tPrr.ati veo for Cerro Gordo 
The Use of the Survey Data. 
'rhe data p:r:-ovided hy the minimum competency testing SUl.'V€Y of the 
Cerro Gordo cor.1111uni ty is an importMt sonrce of input to the board of 
educa tion and a�11inistration of School District 100. To the extent that 
tho sample selected was representative of the. corn.11w1i ty ( and every at­
tempt was made to do this ) , the data should be :representative of the 
feel ings to citizens of the District . However, i t  should be remembered 
that the sur1rey dealt solely with feelings and perceptions concerning 
a minimum competency testing :prograir. in general. No attempt was made 
to try to define specifically what such a program might looY. like or 
what such a program might realisti.cally cost. It is possible, once a 
specific progra�1 is defi�ed and the costs involved are determined, that 
the commw1i t�r might not want to support the program. 
Option� 
While it v:ould appea� that District 100 has a vA.ri e ty of courses 
of action available, in reality there are only two uasic alternatives, 
oach with a number of variations: 
1 .  Wait and See Attitude. 
2. Begin the implementat.ton of a minimum cc111pstency testing progrruri. 
Wai t and See Attitude 
'.l'he�e nre distinct advantages and disadvantages to doing nothing 
and tald.ns a "wait and see" attitude. '.rhe basic fl.dva.nta.ge ia that the 
district can avoi-d expending· time, money nnd energy until clear direc­
tiona are provid�d by the state legislature ruid the Illinois Office of 
Ed.uo"ltion. The district will A.lso have mor� time to aee Nlmt 01..hP.r 
�chool dis trict8 are going to do c>.nd profit from their mi:=Jt<lken. In 
addi ti.on , the 10ne;er the district v.·;ii ts, the more chance ther<'! is that 
the CU7.TP.nt court ca��s pending in 1'�lorida and North Carolina. will be 
resolved, thereby givin� further direction. 
The ditmdvantage of taking a ·•wait and see" position is that the 
di�trict may no t have the option or the flexibility of being abl e to 
define its own program if the state, either through the legislature or 
the IOE, mandates a specific type of MCT requirement. If the decision 
to proceed is put off indefinitely, valuable momentum and initiative 
may be loet. 
Although MCT has been discussed in every state of the Union, it 
has not bP.en adopted in all states and may have reached a high-water 
mark. At least four states have rejecte� MCT. In the states that do 
have MCT, most debates are now concerned with implementation issues. 
Inservice MCT wo!'kshops are becoming increasin�ly popular with local 
school districts. Because each state has a unique set of circumstances, 
it is to be expected that the various MCT programs will be moving in 
many different directions. 
MCT has been a rapidly growing movement with nearly all activity 
occurring in the past five years. As a result, research on MCT has 
lagged behind. While there is very little hard data on the impact of 
MCT, a growing body of literature has developed. 
The MCT movement has been compared to a constantly changing land­
scape. Under such conditions, it is clearly impossible to predict 
exactly what its long-term impact on education will be. Contributing 
to the confusion is the fact that MCT e�erged for diverse reasons and 
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with differing approaches. Because it haa been such a short time since 
MCT first emerged and with implementation deadlines scheduled all the 
way up to 1985, it may be years before any reasonable assessment of im­
pact can be made. 
Begin the Implementntion of a Minimum Competency '.resting Program. 
If Cerro Gordo should elect to begin work on the development and 
implementation of a minimum competency testing program, there are sever­
al factors to be considered. Questions that should be asked during thia 
period include : 
1 .  What instructional changes should be made? 
2. How will we monitor and document the teaching of the compe-
tencies? 
3. How can we insure teacher support? 
4. What will be the role of teachers in the development of MCT? 
5. Will the test be locally developed or a standardized instru-
ment? 
6. How �ill we evaluate MCT? 
7. Who will develop the remediation program? 
8. How much money will be budgeted for remediation? 
9. Which teachers will handle remediation? 
1 0 .  What grades will be tested? 
1 1 .  Will the handicapped be tested? 
12.  What year will the requirements go into effect? 
1 3. When will the tests and retests be given? 
Two other issues need to be kept in mind. Firat, teachers will 
n�ed inservice education to facilitate the transition to MCT, including 
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instru�tion in di�osi3, r�mediation, and monitoring. Accurate record 
keeping may well be a most complex and time-consuming task. Second, 
keeping current on MCT legal developments will help administrators avoid 
legal problems. 
A Plan For A Plan 
There is no single formula for procedural rules that is best for 
all situations. In developing and implementing policies and procedures 
for minimwu competency testing, consideration should be given to a num­
ber· of guidelines suggested by recent litigation as follows: 
1 .  It i s  not necessary to abandon the existing curriculum in order 
to establish a competency testing program, but once competency testing 
is mandated, the specification of minimwu competencies must be natched 
with the curricular goals and objectives of the school s�stem. At the 
initiation of the program and throughout its ad.ministration, tests of 
competency must measure what is taught. 
2.  Curricular validity, represented by the degree of correspond­
ence between test items and curricular objectives, is not conclusive of 
the reasonableness of a minimum competency test. Evidence that actual 
instruction is congruent with curricular objectives and test items must 
be obtained ln order to establish a rational basis for the testing pro­
gram. This evidence should be obtained from periodic review, evaluation 
anti documentation of classroom activities. 
3. All test items must be carefully developed and evalu�ted to 
insure conformance with curricular objectives and to eliminate bias 
related to racial , ethnic, or national-origin minority status; Pilot 
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testing of the .test instrument is necessary for the purpose of identify­
ing and eliminating test items where race and ethnic groups scores devi­
ate significantly. 
4 .  Other measures, in addition to the minimum competency test, 
should be .used as a basis for placement or award of the diploma. A 
student' s extracurricular activities, part-time employment , vocational 
·training, and other factors may appropriately be weighed by school 
authorities relative to determination of competency. 
5. Special attempts should be made to overcome cultural biases 
inherent in the construction and administration of the competency teat. 
In addition to the efforts to eliminate bias in test items mentioned 
above, test items that compel competency in Dlglish where English com­
petency is not the objectiva o! the teat section might more logically 
be written in the student' s  primary language. Consideration should 
also be accorded to the diverse cultures represented in the community 
by thP. inclusion of test items reflecting cross-cultural competence re­
lated to the school ' s  curriculum and the community' s cultural pluralism. 
6. The setting of cut-off levels for proficiency should be a pro­
cess of well-documented deliberation that conforl'ls to any statutory re­
quirements of the state and avoids any suggestion of capriciousness. 
Results of pilot testing, coupled with expert opinion and community in­
put on app'?\)priate standards, are a few of the sources that should be 
con�idared in determining a cut-off level. Any cut-off level may be 
arbitrary to some degree. What is critical is that the final decision 
reflect a consensus about the standard of competency based on documented 
consultation and evidence of congruence among the opinions solicited. 
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1.  The phaRc-in period for minimum competency testing rmst include 
early and periodically repeat�d notice to students and parents. Noticft 
should clP.arly �pecify what students are expected to know and how this 
knowledge will be assessed. Purthermore , the consequences of testing 
for competency should be made known, particularly as they affect educa- · 
tional placement or award of the diploma. 
8. The lenBth o f  time required for adequate notice t o  students and 
parents depends in part upon the time required to make necessary curric­
ular or instructional changes to implement a competency-based educational 
program. Where the consequences of a testing program could result in 
denial of the diploma or other substantial harm to the student, a pro­
gram providing notice beginning with the first grade might be required, 
but at least one court has ruled that a minimum of six-years notice is 
compulsory before a diploma can be denied. 
9.  Notice would extend to the instructor's classroom comments as 
well as official written notification to student and parent. Both these 
forms should be incorporated and augmented by pretesting designed to 
inform etudents of test protocols. Information on the student ' s  educa­
tionci.l progress should be periodically reported to the parent. Reference 
to the requirements for minimwn competency testing should be related to 
any deficiencies in pupil progreae reported periodically during students' 
years in school. 
10. Initially, minimum competency testing should b e  used primarily 
for idP.ntifieation and diaenosiR of learning deficiencies, rather than 
to deny the diploma or certificate of graduation. Once identified, stu­
dents should be permitted sufficient remedial or compensatory experiences 
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to ·holp thPm 1'.•atHJ the te:.Jt. Effective and systematic procerlures to iden-
tify, counsel , ru1d remediate students are a vital element in a model mini-
mum competcn�y testing program. 
1 1 .  SeYeral options should be available to students who fail the 
minimum competency examination required for graduation. Among the op-
tions are the following: 
a. Opportunity to take a competency examination again at 
another time o:.t.• at any later date in their lives. 
procedure. 
b.  Allowance for a differential standard or assessment 
c. Remedial or compensatory training in the specific areas 
where a lack of competency was demonstrated. 
12.  Options should also be available to students who were previ-
ously enrolled in racially segregated schools. A presumption of infer-
ior education obtained in these school s  would lead to the conclusion 
that these stu.d�nts could be unduly pena�ized by competency teats. Ex-
emption from testine or def erred introduction of the testing program 
until the vestiges of pa.st discrimination are no longer present are 
among the available options. 
1 3. Rel'l»e'dial or compensatory programs should not be so pervasive 
as to force ti-a.eking in all courses. Provisions must be elaborated to 
insure:�bat remediation does not become a system for segregating atu-
. . . 
dents � the basis of race or ethnic origin. 
14 .  Handicapped students require individual determinationA with 
regard to the nature and extent of their participation in minimW'!l compe-
tency programs. F.arly incorporation of a plan utilizing differential 
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standards of assessMent or alternative testing modes can be incorporated 
in the individual educational proB'?'nms for these students. 1 3  
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SB' 238 
AN ACT to add Sections ?.-3.41 and 10-20.25 to and to amend 
Section 34-18 of "The School Code" , approved March 18,  1 961 , as 
amended. 
�t enacted by the People of the State of Illinois, repreoented 
in the General Assembly: 
Section 1 .  Section 34-18 of "The School Code" , approved March 1 8 ,  
1961 ; as amended, i s  amended, and Sections 2-3.41 and 10-20.25 are 
added thereto, the added and amended Sections to read as follows: 
(ch. 1 22 ,  new par. 2-3. 41 ) 
Sec. 2-3. 41 . Minimal competency te�ting. To prepare procedures 
and materials to encourage and assist local school districts to develop 
minimal competency testing programs. Such procedure� and material� 
shall be develoned by December 15, 1978. To report to the General 
Assembly recommendations for legislation resulting from its policy study 
and cost analysis by June 30, 1980. 
{Ch. 1 22,  new par. 10-20.?.5)  
�ec. 10-20.25. Minimal competency testin�. To prepare and submit such 
reports relnted thereto as may be requested by the Illinois Office of 
Education. 
(Ch. 1 22,  par. 34-18) 
Seo. 34-18. Powers of the board. 
Sec. 34-18.8 The board shall prepare such reports related to 
minimal competency testing as mny be requested by the Illinois Office 
of F.:ducA.tion. 
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Sec. 2-3 relateR to the power and duties of the State Doard of 
Education. 
Sec. 10-20 relates to duties or school board . 
Sec. 34- 1 8  relates to powers of the school board of cities over 
500 ,000 popul�tion. 
APPmDIX B 
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Accountability 
Back to Basics 
Basic Skills 
Competency 
Based Education 
Competent 
Functional 
Literacy 
GLOSSARY OF TERMS 
a general term for several specific programs intended 
to improve education through a process of defining 
goals and measuring perfonnance in relation to these · 
goals. The goals may apply to the school, the teacher, 
the student ,  etc. Minimal competency testing may be 
one means of providins accountability 
the fundamental skills taught in school without which 
one cannot .fwiction effectively in everyday life. With 
this definition of basics, the school curriculum may 
focus· on reading, writing and computation. Some 
schools that emphasize ''the basics" also include patri-
otiam, -discipline and responsibility as part of the 
basic skills 
the traditional academic skills, i . e . ,  reading, writ-
ing, and computation. 
NOT TO BE CONFUSED WITH MINIMUM COMl'ETmCY TESTING 
A total learning system in which the tasks to be 
learned are considered minimal to those considered 
maximal preparation for competency in a given area 
well qualified, capable, fit ; i s  also defined as 
sufficient or adequate 
acquisition of the esRential knowledge and skills in 
reading, wrlting and computation required for effective 
Future Skills 
Life Skills 
Minimum 
Competency 
Testing 
Proficiency 
Exams 
Remediation 
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functioning in society, and whose attainment in such 
skills makes it possible for a person to develop a 
' 
new aptitudes and participate actively in the life of 
the times 
the skills students of today will need to function in 
the year 2000 and beyond. Since no one really knows 
what these may be, the skills taught today may become 
rapidly outdated .  
the practical skills the student will need to flmction 
in every day life, i . e. , earning a living, becoming a 
responsible citizen, making wise use of leisure time, 
and being part of the family unit 
a process which identifies pre-determined levels of 
achievement that can be .expected of students in a given 
content area and tests students to determine if they 
have attained those levels of achievement .  In some 
states or districts students are denied graduation if 
they fail the test 
an exam to determine prior knowledge/skills in a spec!-
fie field of study; usually used for a student to be 
exempt from basic prerequisite courses; allows the 
student to pursue advanced courses without taking the 
pre-requisite course 
the process of identification and reteaching those skill 
areas in which the student is found to be deficient 
APP.mDIX C 
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}'lJBLIG SCHOOLS - Ql>INION SUHVl!."'( 
I .  Please respond to the following items : 
1 • My knowledee about cornpct�ncy testing i s :  
( ) r know nothing about it 
( ) I know a small amom1t about i t  
( ) I know nn R.Verag(� a.mount about it 
( ) l know a great deal about it 
2. The Cerro Gordo Public Schools' performance on the teaching of the 
basic skilJ.s ( readine, writing, arithmetic) i s :  
( ) 1:�xcellen"i:. 
( ) good 
l ) fair 
( ) poor 
{ ) I don' t  know 
In n competency testing program needed in the Cerro Gordo Public 
Schools? ( ) yes ( ) no ( ) I don ' t  know 
A competency testing program for Cerro Gordo Public Schools would 
involve so�e expense. Do you feel this would be money well spent? 
( ) yes ( ) no ( ) I don ' t  know 
5. If a. competency testing program were adopted, should it be used to : 
Plac� studentt-J in remedial programs? 
Pror.iote students from grade to grade? 
Determine if a student will get a diploma.? 
Evaluate school programs? 
Yes Ur.decict.ed No 
6. Suppose the Cerro Gordo Public Schools adopted a competency test pro­
gram in the basic skills ( reading, writing, arithmetic ) �  How important 
do you fe�l it would be to competency teRt these other areas : 
Civil responsibility skills {voting, 
paying tHxes ) ?  
Human rcla.tion skills ( getting a.long 
with others) ?  
Vocational skills ( job training, 
job finding)? 
Life skills ( balance checkbook , 
keep budget ) ?  
ImportA.nce 
Great Some Little 
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II. 'I'he fol lowing i terns will be h�lpf\ll in finding how different 
groups of people feel about competency testing. It iR for sta­
tistical use only. Please respond if you' d like to. 
7 .  Do you have chilrlren presently enrolled in the Cerro Gordo Public 
Schools? 
a. 
9 .  
10. 
( ) yes 
Check �hat level(s): 
( ) J.::lcn·,(>ntary 
( ) Junior High 
( ) High School 
What ia your highest level 
( ) Eighth Grade Graduate 
( ) High School Graduate 
( ) College Graduate 
( ) Other: 
What is your occupation? 
( } no 
Check those that �pplyi 
( ) I have no children 
( ) My child or children will be attending 
( ) My child or children have .graduated or 
withdrawn 
( ) My child or children attend a non­
public school 
of schooling? 
What is your total family income level per year? 
( ) Under $1 0,000 
( ) 31 0,000 - $20,000 
( ) $20, 000 - 830,000 
( ) over $30, 000 
1 1 .  Please give any comments or suggestions you have about the compe­
tency testing movement and its possible use in the Cerro Gordo 
Public Schools. 
APPENDIX D 
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APPENDIX D 
The complete results of the community survey are presented item by 
item. Each survey item was analyzed four ways citizens and teacher 
responses viere compared, responses of citizens were compared by educa­
tional level and income level , and parent and non-parent responses were 
comparP.d. 
Question 1 - KNOWLEmE OF MINIMUM COMPETmCY TESTING 
Citizen-Teacher 
Nothing Small Averaf!e Great 
Citizens 16  45 31 7 
% =  1 5  43 35 1 
Teachers 3 8 16  2 
% - 1 0  28 55 7 
F.ducation Level 
8th 2 3 0 0 
% • 40 60 0 0 
HS 9 28 16  0 
% = 1 7 53 30 0 
College 1 3 1 2  7 
" =  4 1 3  52 31 
Ct her 3 5 6 0 
% =  21 36 43 0 
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Total 
105 
29 
5 
53 
23 
14  
61 
Parents - Non-Earcnts 
Nothing Small Average Great Total 
Parents 14 39 21 3 83 
% = 17  47 32 4 
Non-parents 2 4 9 3 18 
% = 1 1  22 :. 50 1 7  
Income Lev�l 
Under $10,000 3 3 3 0 9 
% = 33 33 33 0 
$10,000 - $20,000 2 10  6 3 21 
% = 9 48 29 14 
$20,000 - $30,000 5 14 12 1 32 
% = 1 6  44 37 3 
over $30,000 1 5 4 1 1 1  
% = 9 45 37 9 
Question 2 - WHAT HAS BEEN THE DISTRICT'S PERFORMANCE ON 
BASIC SKILLS 
Citi zen-Teacher 
62 
Excellent Good Fair Poor Don' t  Know 
Citi-zens 8 52 25 9 9 
% = 8 50 24 9 9 
Teachers 0 1 0  9 4 6 
% = 0 34 31 1 4  21 
li:ducation Level 
8th 0 2 2 1 0 
'!> = 0 40 4o 20 0 
HS 2 27 1 4  5 6 
" = 4 50 26 9 1 1  
College 3 8 7 2 2 
'I> = 14 36 32 9 9 
Other 1 1 1  1 1 0 
� = 7 79 7 7 ' '0 
Total 
103 
29 
5 
54 
22 
1 4  
63 
Parcnt-Non-F:-\.r<mt 
Excellent Good lt,air Poor Don' t  Know Total 
Parents 3 42 23 7 7 82 
% =  3 51 28 9 9 
Non-Parents 5 6 3 2 1 1 7  
% =  29 35 18  12  6 
Income Level 
Under $10 .000 0 4 4 1 0 9 
% =  0 44 44 1 2  0 
s10.ooo - · $20,000 2 8 4 4 2 20 
% =  10  40 20 20 1 0  
�20 ,000 - $30,000 2 18  5 3 2 30 
'!> =  7 60 16  10  7 
over $30, 000 1 6 3 0 1 1 1  
% =  9 55 27 0 9 
Question 3 - IS THERE A NEED FOR A MCT PROGRAM IN CERRO GOROO 
Yes No Undecided Total 
Citizen-Teacher 
Citizens 55 1 5  35 105 
'I> =  53 14  33 
T�a.chers 18  3 8 29 
'!> =  
62 10 28 
Education Level 
8th 3 2 0 5 
'!> = 60 40 0 
HS 27 3 24 54 
� =  50 6 44 
College 1 5  5 2 22 
� =  68 23 9 
Other 7 2 5 1 4  
'!> = 50 1 4  36 
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Yea No Undecided Total 
Parent - Non- Parent 
Parents 44 1 0  29 8 3  
'fo = 53 1 2  35 
Non-Pa.rents 1 0  4 4 18  
'fo =  
56 22 22 
Income Level 
Under $10,000 4 3 2 9 
% =  45 33 22 
$10,000 - $20,000 9 1 1 1  21 
ti> = 43 5 52 
$20 ,000 - $30,000 20 4 8 32 
'fo =  
62 1 3  25 
over $30,000 8 0 3 1 1  
'fo = 
73 0 27 
Question 4 - WOULD MCT MONEY BE WELL SPENT 
Citizen - Teacher 
Citizens 
Teachers 
Education Level 
8th 
HS 
' : :· .. ; _ ... . . .  
College 
Other 
'!> = 
'!> = 
'!> = 
-�  = 
- . -
.. 
'I> =  
� =  
Yes No Jhn' t  Know 
53 1 5 35 
51 1 5  34 
21 5 3 
72 1 7  1 1  
3 0 2 
60 0 40 
26 4 24 
48 7 45 
1 4  5 2 
67 24 9 
7 4 3 
50 29 21 
66 
Total 
103 
?9 
5 
54 
21 
1 4  
l'Girent - Non-Parent 
Parents 
Non-Parents 
Income Level 
Under $10,000 
$10,000 - $20, 000 
. , 
$20,000 - $30, ;")00 
over $30,000 
Yes 
42 
% =  51 
9 
� =  50 
3 
'!> = 33 
8 
" =  40 
20 
� =  63 
9 
�
= 
82 
67 
No Don' t  Know Total 
10  30 82 
12  37 
4 5 18 
22 28 
2 4 9 
:22 45 
1 1 1  20 
5 55 
4 8 32 
1 2  25 
1 1 1 1  
9 9 
Question 5 - SHOULD MCT BE USED TO PLACE STUDENTS IN 
REMEDIAL PROGRAMS 
Yes Undecided No 
Citizen - Teacher 
Citizens 66 22 1 2  
% =  66 22 12  
Teachers 21 6 0 
� =  78 22 0 
Education Level 
8th 1 2 1 
% =  25 50 25 
BS 34 1 5  3 
% =  65 29 6 
College 1 7  2 2 
'!> .= 80 10 10 
Other 5 1 3 
% =  56 1 1  33 
68 
Total 
100 
27 
4 
52 
21  
9 
69 
Yes Undecided No Total 
Parent - Non-Parent 
-
Parents 51 19 9 ·  79 
% =  65 24 1 1  
Non-Parente 1 3  1 3 1 7  
% =  76 6 18  
Income Level 
Under $10,000 3 3 3 9 
% =  ·"33. 3 33. 3  33. 3 
$10,000 - $20,000 1 4  4 0 1 8  
% =  78 22 0 
- . 
$20,000 - $30,000 25 4 3 32 
" =  78 1 3  9 
over $30,000 6 5 0 1 1  
% =  55 45 0 
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Question 6 - SHOULD MCT BE USED FOR PHOMOTION 
Yes Undecided No Total 
Citizen - Teacher 
Citizens 38 29 32 99 
% =  38 29 32 
Teachers 1 1  1 1  4 26 
% =  42 42 1 6  
Education Level 
8th 4 0 0 4 
% = 100 0 0 
HS 1 7  21 1 4  52 
" =  33 40 27 
College 1 1  . . 3 8 22 
% =  50 1 4  36 
Other 5 4 5 14 
% =  36 28 36 
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Yes Undecided No Total 
Parent - Non-Parent 
Parents 25 30 24 79 
% =  32 38 30 
Non-Parents 1 1  1 5 17 
% =  65 6 29 
Income Level 
Under $1 0,000 5 2 2 9 
'I> = 56 22 22 
$10,000 - $20,000 6 6 6 1 8  
% =  33. 3 33. 3 33. 3 
$20,000 - $30,000 1 8  8 6 32 
% =  56 25 19  
Over $30,000 3 5 3 1 1  
% =  27 46 27 
Question 1 - SHOULD MCT BE USED TO EARN A HIGH SCHOOL DIPLO�tA 
Citizen - Teacher 
Citizens 
Teachers 
Education Level 
8th 
HS 
College 
Other 
- -.. 
Yes 
37 
"' = 31 
1 3  
"' = 50 
0 
"' :c 0 
1 7  
� =  32 
1 2  
"' = 55 
4 
� =  29 
Undecided No Total 
38 26 101 
38 26 
9 4 26 
35 1 5  
' 0 3 
100 0 
25 1 1  53 
47 21 
4 6 22 
18 27 
6 4 1 4 
42 29 
72 
Yes Undecided lfo 'l'ota.1 
Parent - Non-Parent 
Parents 26 33 21 80 
� =  33 41 26 
Non-Parents 1 0  3 4 1 7  
� =  59 18 23 
Income Level 
Under $1 0 , 000 2 3 4 9 
"1 =  22 3� 45 
$1 0 , 000 - $20, 000 1 1 4 18 
� =  39 39 22 
$20, 000 - $30,000 1 2  1 4 6 32 
"' = 31 44 1 9  
Over $30,000 4 4 3 1 1  
"1 =  36 36 27 
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Question 8 - SHOULD MCT BE USED TO EVALUATE SCHOOL PROGRAMS 
Yes Undecided No Total 
Citizen - Teacher 
Citizens 75 1 8  7 100 
� =  75 18  7 
Teachers 21 2 3 26 
'I> = 81 8 1 1  
Education Level 
8th · 2 2 0 4 
% =  50 50 0 
HS 36 1 2  3 51 
% =  10 24 6 
College 21 0 1 22 
'!> =  95 0 5 
Other 1 2  2 0 1 4  
'I> =  86 1 4  0 
75 
Yes Undecided No Total 
Parent - Non-Parent 
Parents 59 1 6  4 19 
'!> =  75 20 5 
Non-Parents 14 1 2 1 7  
'!> =  82 6 1 2  
Income Level . 
Under $10 ,000 6 3 0 9 
"' = 67 33 0 
$10,000 - $20,000 14 4 0 1 8  
"' = 78 22 0 
s20,ooo - $30,000 26 4 2 32 
� =  81 1 3  6 
Over $30,000 9 2 0 1 1  
% =  82 18 · o 
Queetion 9 -
76 
IN TESTING COM.PF:l'F2JCIF.s, HOW IMPORTANT IS TESTING 
CIVIL RESPONSIBILITY 
Great Sol"le Little Total 
Citizen - Teacher 
Citizens 31 53 17 101 
"' =  31 52 1 7  
Teachers 1 0  1 4  2 . 26 
'!> = 38 54 8 
F..duca ti on Level 
8th 1 2 2 5 
� =  20 40 40 
HS 1 6  27 1 0  53 
' 
% = 30 51 19 
College 9 1 0  3 22 
"' = 41 45 1 4  
Other 3 9 0 1 2  
% = 25 75 0 
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Great Some Little Total 
Parent - Non-Parent 
Parents 22 43 1 3  78 
% =  28 55 1 7  
Non-Parents 1 8 2 1 7  
% =  41 47 1 2  
Income Level . 
Under $10,000 0 5 4 
'!> =  0 56 44 
$10,000 - $20,000 1 3  5 3 21 
'!> = 62 24 14 
$20,000 - $30,000 8 20 4 32 
% =  25 63 1 2  
Over $30,000 4 6 0 10 
'!> = 40 60 0 
Question 10 -
78 
IN TESTING COMPET�CIES, HOW IMPOR'l'ANT IS TESTING 
HUMAN RELATIQNS SKILLS 
Great Some Little Total 
Citi7.en - Teacher 
C5.ti7.ens 32 46 1 9  97 
"' = 33 47 20 
Teachers 8 16 4 28 
� = 29 57 1 4  
Education Level 
8th 3 2 0 5 
% =  60 40 0 
BS 20 26 7 53 
� = 38 49 1 3  
College 3 1 1  7 21 
% =  1 4  53 33 
Other 5 5 2 1 2  
% =  42 42 1 6  
79 
Great Some Little Total 
Parent - Non-Parent 
Pa.rents 26 31 1 6  79 
"' = 33 47 20 
Non-Parents 6 9 1 1 6  
"' = 38 56 6 
Income Level 
Under $10 .000 3 3 3 9 
"' =  33. 3 33. 3 33. 3 
$10,000 - $20,000 10  8 3 21 
"' = 48 30 14  
$20,000 - �no,ooo 1 3  16 2 31 
� =  42 52 6 
Over $30,000 3 5 2 1 0  
� =  30 50 20 
Question 1 1  -
80 
IN �TING COMPETFNCI�, HOW IMPORTANT IS �TING 
VOCATIONAL SKILLS 
Great Some Little 'rotal 
Citizen - Teacher 
Citizens 49 38 1 1  98 
"' = 50 39 1 1  
Teachers 1 3  1 1  3 27 
� =  48 41 1 1  
Education Level 
8th 4 1 0 5 
� =  80 20 0 
HS 31 1 8  5 54 
� =  58 33 9 
College 7 12  3 22 
c,( = 32 54 1 4  
Other 5 5 1 1 1  
"' =  45 45 10 
81 
Great Some Little Total 
Parent - Non-Parent 
Parents 40 28 1 0  78 
% =  51 36 1 3  
Non-Parents 7 1 1  0 18  
% =  39 61 0 
Income Level 
Under $10,000 5 1 3 9 
% = 56 1 1  33 
$10,000 - $20,000 1 2  8 1 21 
% =  57 38 5 
$20, 000 - $30,0CO 20 1 0  1 31 
% =  65 32 3 
Over $30,000 5 4 1 1 0  
% =  50 40 1 0  
Question 1 2  -
82 
IN TESTING COMPETENCIES, HOW IMPORTANT IS TESTING 
LIFE SKILLS • 
Great Some Little Total 
Citi zen - Teacher 
Git.i.2ens 48 40 1 1  · 99 
" = 49 40 1 1  
Teachers 1 8  1 2 27 
" = 67 26 7 
Education Level 
8th 2 3 0 5 
� =  40 60 0 
HS 23 24 6 53 
\ 
" =  44 45 1 1  
College 1 3  7 2 22 
" = 59 32 9 
Other 1 4 1 1 2  
" =  58 33 9 
6 3  
Great Some Little Total 
Parent - Non-P�rent 
Parent a 36 34 6 78 
% =  46 44 1 0  
Non-Parents 1 0  1 1 18 
'!> = 56 39 5 
Income Level 
Under $1 0,000 4 2 3 9 
'f, = 44 22 · 34 
$10,000 - S2o,ooo 1 3  6 2 21 
cf, = 62 29 9 
$20, 000 - $30, 000 1 3  1 7  1 31 
% =  42 55 3 
Over $30,000 8 2 0 1 0  
% =  80 20 0 
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